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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper studies the problem of production planning in manufacturing
systems consisting of failure-prone parallel machines with the long-run
w xaverage cost criterion. Bielecki and Kumar 1 obtained an explicit optimal
solution for a simple instance of the problem, namely that of a single
 .machine with two states up and down and a single product with linear
w xholding and backlog costs. Sharifnia 14 extended the Bielecki]Kumar
problem to allow for multiple machine states. It should be noted that he
did not provide a rigorous proof of its optimality.
For a general convex surplus and production costs, it appears that the
problem cannot be solved explicitly. As a result, the Bielecki]Kumar
approach of proving optimality based on the explicitness of an optimal
w xsolution is no longer applicable. Ghosh et al. 6 considered a convex cost
manufacturing problem with a nondegenerate diffusion term in its dynam-
ics. The existence of the nondegenerate diffusion term allowed them to
rigorously analyze the resulting average-cost minimization problem. They
obtained a sufficiently smooth solution of the dynamic programming
equation, and then verified the solution to be the value function for their
problem. The convex cost problem without diffusion was studied by Sethi
w xet al. 8 with the use of the vanishing discount approach. They developed
appropriate dynamic programming equations and established the existence
of their solution and a verification theorem for optimality. In the case of
no production cost, they showed the optimality of a hedging point policy.
w xSrivatsan and Dallery 15 generalized the Bielecki]Kumar problem to
allow for two products. The limited their focus to only the class of hedging
point policies and attempted to partially characterize an optimal solution
within that class. The theory of optimality for the average-cost multi-prod-
uct problem for single or parallel machines has been developed by Sethi
w xet al. 9, 10 . They obtained a verification theorem and specified an optimal
control policy in terms of the so-called relative cost function or potential
function.
Since optimal solutions of the stochastic manufacturing problems are
difficult to obtain in all but the simplest of the cases, researchers have
attempted to obtain suboptimal or near-optimal solutions of the problems.
Of particular importance to us is the so-called hierarchical control ap-
proach, which is based on the reduction of a given complex problem into
simpler approximate problems or subproblems and subsequent construc-
tion of a satisfactory solution for the given problem from the solutions of
the simpler problems. Moreover, in the cases of stochastic systems were
fluctuation rates of some processes are much faster than the fluctuation
rates of other processes, the hierarchical control approach can provide
solutions that are asymptotically optimal as the fluctuation rates of the
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faster processes become large. This is a powerful idea and there is now a
considerable literature devoted to the asymptotic analyses of hierarchical
manufacturing systems consisting of failure-prone machines with dis-
w x w xcounted cost criteria; see Sethi and Zhang 13 , Sethi 7 , and Yin and
w xZhang 16 for references and details. However, there has been no work
along these lines when it comes to problems with the average-cost crite-
rion.
It is the purpose of this paper to initiate a study of asymptotic analyses
of hierarchical manufacturing systems with the long-run average cost
criterion. We address a multiproduct manufacturing system consisting of a
single or a number of parallel machines subject to breakdown and repair
and facing constant demand for its products. We obtain a limiting problem
as the rates of machine breakdown and repair go to infinity, and use the
optimal control of the limiting problem to construct both feedback and
open-loop piecewise deterministic controls for the original problem. It is
shown that these controls are asymptotically optimal under certain as-
sumptions on the cost functions involved. Furthermore, we analyze the
asymptotic behavior of the system trajectories under these controls and
establish the convergence rate at which the minimum long-run average
expected cost for the original problem approaches the minimum long-run
average cost of the limiting problem. Based on this analysis, we derive
estimates of the difference between the average expected costs of the
constructed control and the minimum average expected cost of the original
problem. In our model, we assume a positive inventory deteriorationrcan-
cellation rate for each product. This assumption corresponds to a stability
 w x.condition typically imposed on infinite horizon problems cf. 3 , and it is
essential in our proof of the main result in the paper.
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
problem and specify the required assumptions. Section 3 is devoted to the
study of the relative cost function associated with the problem. In Section
4, we establish the convergence of the minimum long-run average expected
cost for the original problem to the minimum long-run average cost for the
limiting problem. Finally in Section 5, hierarchical open-loop and feedback
controls are constructed from the solution of the limiting problem, and the
convergence behavior of the associated average costs is examined. Section
6 concludes the paper.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us consider a manufacturing system that produces n distinct prod-
 .ucts using m identical parallel machines. With the production rate u t g
n  .  . nR , u t G 0, the total surplus x t g R , and a constant demand rate
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d g Rn, d G 0, the system dynamics satisfy the differential equation
x t s yax t q u t y d, x 0 s x g Rn , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .Ç
 .where a s a , . . . , a is a constant vector with a ) 0. In the control1 n i
 .  .theory parlance, u t is the control variable and x t is the state variable.
 .Surplus of the product type i refers to as inventory when x t ) 0 and asi
 .backlog when x t - 0. The attrition rate a represents the deteriorationi i
 .rate of the inventory of the finished product type i when x t ) 0, and iti
 .represents a rate of cancellation of the backlogged orders when x t - 0.i
We assume symmetric deterioration and cancellation rates for product i
only for convenience in exposition. It is easy to extend our results when
aq) 0 denotes the deterioration rate and ay) 0 denotes the order cancel-i i
lation rate.
Assume that the machines are failure-prone and repairable and that
each machine, for convenience in exposition, has a unit production capac-
 4ity when not broken down. Therefore, we can let M s 0, 1, . . . , m denote
 .the set of machine capacity states. Let V, F, P denote the probability
 .  4space. Let a « , t g M s 0, 1, . . . , m , t G 0, denote a Markov process
1.  . 2.generated by Q q 1r« Q , where « ) 0 is a small parameter and
 l .   l ..  .  .  l .Q s q , i, j g M is an m q 1 = m q 1 matrix such that q G 0i j i j
 l .  l .  .for i / j and q s y q for l s 1, 2. We let a « , t represent thei i j/ i i j
machine capacity state at time t. Since only a finite amount of production
capacity is available at any given time t, it imposes an upper bound on the
 .production rate u t . Specifically, the production rate constraints can be
specified to be
n
u t G 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , n , l u t F a « , t , t G 0, 2.2 .  .  .  .k k k
ks1
 .where l , . . . , l G 0 are given constants with l representing the amount1 n k
of capacity needed to product product type k at rate 1. In the single
 .product case n s 1, l s 1 , the production rate constraints reduce to1
 .  .0 F u t F a « , t .
 .   . 4DEFINITION 2.1. A production control process u ? s u t : t G 0 is
 .  . « .   . .  .  .admissible if i u t g F ' s a « , s , 0 F s F t and ii u t G 0,t k
n  .  .k s 1, 2, . . . , n,  l u t F a « , t for all t G 0.ks1 k k
«  .We denote by A k the set of all admissible controls with the initial
 .condition a « , 0 s k.
 . nDEFINITION 2.2. A function f x, k defined on R = M is called an
 .admissible feedback control or simply a feedback control, if i for any
given initial surplus and production capacity, the equation
x t s yax t q f x t , a « , t y d .  .  .  . .Ç
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 .  .   .has a unique solution and ii the control defined by u ? s u t s
  .  .. 4 «  .f x t , a « , t , t G 0 g A k .
 .With a slight abuse of notation, we simply call f x, k a feedback control
when no ambiguity arises.
q w . n  .Let R s 0, ` and let R m represent the set in which each coordi-q
 . n  .  . nnate u of u s u , . . . , u g R m satisfies 0 F u F m. Let h ? : Rk 1 n q k
 . n  .  .ª R and c ? : R m ª R denote the surplus inventoryrbacklogq q q
 . «  .cost and the production cost, respectively. For any u ? g A k , define
the expected long-run average cost
1 T
«J u ? s lim sup E h x t q c u t dt , 2.3 .  .  .  . .  .  . .HT 0Tª`
 .where x ? is the surplus process corresponding to the production process
 . «  .  . «  .u ? in A k . The problem is to obtain u ? g A k that minimizes
«   ..J u ? . We formally summarize our control problem as
1¡ T
«min J u ? s lim sup E h x t q c u t dt , .  .  . .  .  . .HT 0Tª`
« ~ «P : s.t. x t s yax t q u t y d, x 0 s x , u ? g A k , .  .  .  .  .  .Ç
« «minimum average cost l s inf J u ? . . .¢ « .  .u ? gA k
 .  .We assume that the cost functions h ? , c ? , and the production capacity
 .process a « , ? satisfy the following assumptions:
 .  .  .A.1 h ? is a nonnegative convex function with h 0 s 0. For all x
and xX, there exist positive constants C and p such that
< < p0 F h x F C 1 q x , .  .
p pX X X< < < < < <h x y h x F C 1 q x q x x y x . .  .  .
 .  .A.2 c ? is a nonnegative convex function.
 . 2.A.3 Q is weakly irreducible in the following sense: The equations
m
2.g Q s 0 and g s 1 i
is0
 .have a unique solution g s g , g , . . . , g with g G 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , m.0 1 m i
The vector g is called the equilibrium distribution vector of the Markov
 .process a « , t .
 .  .Remark 2.1. Convexity assumptions in A.1 and A.2 are standard in
the convex production planning literature. The restrictions on the growth
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 .  .rate of the surplus cost function h ? in A.1 are usual assumptions to
ensure the existence of a solution to the average cost optimality equation
to be considered later.
w xAs in Fleming and Zhang 5 , the positive attrition rate a implies a
 .  .uniform bound for x t . In view of the fact that the control u ? is bounded
 .  .between 0 and m, this implies that any solution x ? to 2.1 must satisfy
tya t ya t a si i ix t s x e q e e u s y d ds .  . .Hi i i i
0
tya t ya  tys.i i< <F x e q m q d e ds .Hi i
0
m q diya ti< <F x e q , i s 1, . . . , n. 2.4 .i ai
Thus under the positive deteriorationrcancellation rate, the surplus pro-
 .cess x t remains bounded.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE RELATIVE COST FUNCTION
AND THE LIMITING CONTROL PROBLEM
In this section we examine elementary properties of the relative cost
known also as the potential function and obtain the limiting control
problem as « ª 0.
The average cost optimality equation associated with the average-cost
« w xoptimal control problem in P , as shown in Sethi et al. 9 , takes the form
«­ w x , k .
«l s inf q c u . 5n ­ yax q u y d .u G0,  l u Fki is1 i i
1
1. 2. «q h x q Q q Q w x , ? k , 3.1 .  .  .  . /«
« « .where w x, k is the potential function of the problem P ,
« « .  .  .­ w x, k r­ yax q u y d denotes the directional derivative of w x, k
 . .   .  ..along the direction yax q u y d, and Qf ? k [  q f i y f ki/ k k i
 . w xfor any function f ? on M. Moreover, following Sethi et al. 9 , we can
«  .show that there exists a potential function w x, k such that the pair
 « «  ..  . «l , w x, k is a viscosity solution of 3.1 , where l is the minimum
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« Ã« «  ..average expected cost for P . Furthermore, if l , w x, k is anotherÃ
 .viscosity solution of 3.1 , then it can be shown as in Fleming and
« Ã«w x w xMcEneaney 3 and Sethi et al. 9 that l s l . For a discussion of the
w xviscosity solution, the reader is referred to Fleming and Soner 4 .
Our analysis begins with the proof of the boundedness of l«.
THEOREM 3.1. The minimum a¨erage expected cost l« of P « is bounded
in « , i.e., there exists a constant M ) 0 such that1
0 F l« F M for all « ) 0.1
Proof. According to the definition of l«, it suffices to show that there
«  .exists a constant M such that for x ? satisfying
x « t s yax« t q u« t y d, x « 0 s 0, 3.2 .  .  .  .  .Ç
we have
1 T
« «lim sup E h x t q c u t dt F M . 3.3 .  .  . .  .HT 0Tª`
 .In view of 3.2 , we can derive
t
« ya t a s «i ix t s e e u s y d ds, .  . .Hi i i
0
which implies
2 m q d .i
x t F 3.4 .  .i ai
 .  .  .  .It is clear under Assumptions A.1 ] A.2 that the functions h ? and c ?
w x  .are continuous; see 13, Lemma F.1 . Consequently, u t G 0, k sk
n «  .  .  .1, 2, . . . , n,  l u t F m, and inequality 3.4 give 3.3 .is1 i i
In the remainder of this section, we derive the limiting control problem
 .as « ª 0. Let g s g , g , . . . , g denote the equilibrium distribution of0 1 m
Q2.. Since Q2. is weakly irreducible, g is the only nonnegative solution to
the equation
m
2.g Q s 0 and g s 1. 3.5 . i
is0
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w xAs in 13 , we consider the enlarged control space
A 0 s U ? s u0 ? , u1 ? , . . . , um ? : uk t G 0, .  .  .  .  . . i
n
k; i and l u t F k , t G 0, U ? is a deterministic process . .  . i i 5
is1
Then we define the limiting control problem P 0 as
m1¡ T kJ U ? s lim sup h x s q g c u s ds, .  .  . .  .  .H kT 0Tª` ks0
m
0 ~ k 0P : s.t. x t s yax t q g u t y d, x 0 s x , U ? g A , .  .  .  .  .Ç  k
ks0
minimum average cost l s inf J U ? . . .¢ 0 .U ? gA
The average cost optimality equation associated with the limiting control
problem P 0 is
m­ w x .
kl s inf q g c u . km k 5k n k ­ yax q  g u y d .u G0,  l u Fk , kgM ks0 k ks0i is1 i i
q h x , 3.6 .  .
0 m k .  . where w x is a potential function for P and ­ w x r­ yax q  g uks0 k
.  .y d is the directional derivative of w x along the direction yax q
m k w x  . g u y d. From Sethi et al. 11 , we know that there exist l and w xks0 k
« .  .  .such that 3.6 holds. Moreover, w x is the limit of w x, k as « ª 0.
For the sake of notational simplicity in the remainder of the paper, we
only deal with the case n s 1, namely the single product case. In this case,
a, d, x, and u are scalars. Using the same method, one can show that all of
the results in Sections 4 and 5 except Theorem 5.2 given here for the single
product case hold also for the multiproduct case.
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE MINIMUM AVERAGE
EXPECTED COST
In this section we consider the convergence of the minimum average
expected cost l« as « goes to zero, and establish its convergence rate. First
w xwe give without proof the following lemma similar to 13, Lemma C.3 ; see
w xalso Zhang 17 .
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 .LEMMA 4.1. Let P t denote the transition matrix of the Marko¨ process
 .a « , ? . Then
yk tr«0P t y P F C « q e , .  .
 .for some positi¨ e constant C and k , where P s g 1, g 1, . . . , g 1 with0 0 1 m
 .X  .  .1 s 1, . . . , 1 and g s g , g , . . . , g gi¨ en in 3.5 . Moreo¨er, for all0 1 m
k g M and t G 0,
yk tr«0P a « , t s k y g F C « q e . 4 .  .k
Armed with Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1, we can derive the required
convergence result.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let Assumptions A.1 ] A.3 hold. Then there exists a
constant M such that for all « ) 0,2
< « < 1r2l y l F M « .2
This implies in particular that lim l« s l.« ª 0
Before giving the proof of the theorem, we outline the major steps in the
proof. First we prove l« F l q M « 1r2 by constructing an admissible2
«  . « 0control u t of P from the optimal control of the limiting problem P
and by estimating the difference between the state trajectories correspond-
ing to these two controls. Then we establish the opposite inequality,
namely, l« G l y M « 1r2, by constructing a control of the limiting prob-2
lem P 0 from a near-optimal control of P « and then using Assumptions
 .  .A.1 ] A.2 .
Proof. In order to show that
l« F l q M « 1r2 , 4.1 .2
0 1 m 0 0 .   .  .  ..we let U ? s u ? , u ? , . . . , u ? g A , where A is given in Section 3,
and we construct the control
m
« ku t s I u t . .  . a « , t .sk4
ks0
«  . «  . «  . «  .Clearly u t g A k , where A k is given in Section 2. Let x t and
« 0 .x t denote the corresponding trajectories of the systems P and P ,
respectively. Then
m
kÇx t s yax t q g u t y d , x 0 s x , 4.2 .  .  .  .  . k
ks0
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and
x « t s yax« t q u« t y d , x 0 s x . 4.3 .  .  .  .  .Ç
Hence,
2«E x t y x t .  .
2m
tya t as « k ks E e e u s y g u s ds .  .H  /0 ks0
m
t ty2 at a s qs .1 2s e E e I y g . HH a « , s .s i4 i1
0 0i , js0
I y g ui s u j s ds ds .  . .a « , s .s j4 j 1 2 1 22
m
t ty2 at a s qs .1 2s e E e I y g I HH a « , s .s i , a « , s .s j4 j a « , s .s i41 2 1 0 0i , js0
i jyg I q g g u s u s ds ds .  .i a « , s .s j4 i j 1 2 1 22 /
m
t ty2 at a s qs .1 2s e E e I y g g ds ds . HH a « , s .s i , a « , s .s j4 i j 1 21 2
0 0i , js0
m
t t a s qs .1 2y E e g I y g ds ds . HH j a « , s .s i4 i 1 21
0 0i , js0
m
t t a s qs .1 2y E e g I y g ds ds . HH i a « , s .s j4 j 1 22
0 0i , js0
m st 1y2 at a s qs .1 2s e E e I y g g ds ds . H H a « , s .s j , a « , s .s i4 j i 2 12 1 /0 0i , js0
m
t t a s qs .1 2q E e I y g g ds ds . H H a « , s .s j , a « , s .s i4 j i 2 12 1 /0 s1i , js0
m
t t a s qs .1 2y E e g I y g ds ds . HH j a « , s .s i4 i 1 21
0 0i , js0
m
t t a s qs .1 2y e g I y g ds ds . 4.4 . . HH i a « , s .s j4 j 1 22
0 0i , js0
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 .The first term of the RHS of 4.4 can be written as
st 1 a s qs .1 2E e I y g g ds ds .H H a « , s .s j , a « , s .s i4 i j 2 12 1 /0 0
t tas as2 1s E e ds e I y g g ds .H H2 a « , s .s j , a « , s .s i4 j i 12 1
0 s2
t as2s e P a « , s s j ds 4 .H 2 2
0
t as1= e P a « , s s i ¬ a « , s s j y g ds 4 .  . .H 1 2 i 1
s2
t tas as2 1q e g P a « , s s j y g ds e ds . 4.5 4 .  . .H Hi 2 j 2 1
0 s2
In view of Lemma 4.1 we have
t tas as2 1e P a « , s s j ds e P a « , s s i ¬ a « , s s j y g ds 4  4 .  .  . .H H2 2 1 2 i 1
0 s2
t tas as yk  s ys .r«2 1 0 1 2F e P a « , s s j ds e C « q e ds 4 .  .H H2 2 1
0 s2
C« C«t tas at as at as2 2 2F e e y e ds q e e ds .H H2 2< <a a« y k0 00
C« C«
2 at 2 atF e q e . 4.6 .2 < <2 a a« y ka 0
Using Lemma 4.1 again, we can derive
t tas as2 1e g P a « , s s j y g ds e ds 4 . .H Hi 2 j 2 1
0 s2
tat yk s r« as0 2 2F e C « q e e ds .H 2
0
C« C«
2 atF q e . 4.7 .
< < /a a« y k0
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 .  .Combining 4.5 ] 4.7 yields the following bound on the first term of the
 .RHS of 4.4 :
st 1 a s qs .1 2E e I y g g ds ds .H H a « , s .s i , a « , s .s j4 i j 2 11 2 /0 0
1 q a 1 q 2 a
2 atF q C« e . 4.8 .2 /< <a« y ka 0
 .Similar to 4.8 , we can obtain the following bound on the second, third,
 .and fourth terms of the RHS of 4.4 , respectively,
t tas as1 2E e ds e I y g g ds .H H1 a « , s .s j , a « , s .s i4 i j 22 1
0 s1
1 q a 1 q 2 a
2 atF q C« e , 4.9 .2 /< <a« y ka 0
2C«t t a s qs . 2 at1 2E e g I y g ds ds F e , 4.10 . .HH j a « , s .s i4 i 1 2 21 a0 0
and
2C«t t a s qs . 2 at1 2E e g I y g ds ds F e . 4.11 . .HH i a « , s .s j4 j 2 1 22 a0 0
 .  .  .By 4.4 and 4.8 ] 4.11 , there exists a constant C such that for all « ) 041
and t G 0,
2 2«E x t y x t F C « . .  .  .41
Consequently,
« 1r2E x t y x t F C « . 4.12 .  .  .41
 .  .In view of 4.2 and 4.3 we know that there exists C such that for all42
t G 0,
«x t F C and x t F C . 4.13 .  .  .42 42
 .  .  .Now by Assumption A.1 and 4.12 ] 4.13 , we have
1 1T T
«E h x t dt y h x t dt .  . .  .H HT T0 0
1 T p p« «F E 1 q x t q x t x t y x t dt 4.14 .  .  .  .  . .HT 0
F C « 1r243
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k . w x  .for some C ) 0. In view of u t g 0, m and the continuity of c ? , we43
 k .. w xknow that the function c u t is bounded on 0, m . By Lemma 4.1, we
have
m1 1T T
« kE c u t dt y g c u t dt .  . .  .H H kT T0 0 ks0
m1 T ks P a « , t s k y g c u t dt 4 .  . .  .H kT 0 ks0
m1 T yk tr« k0F C « q e c u t dt .  . . HT 0ks0
F C « 4.15 .44
 .  .  .for some C . By combining 4.14 ] 4.15 we get 4.1 .44
 .We now show the opposite inequality of 4.1 . First we show that for any
«  . «  .  .  0 . 1 . m ..control u ? g A k , there exists a control U ? s u ? , u ? , . . . , u ?
0 « « .  .  .  .g A such that Ex t y x t is small, where x t and x t are the
«  .  .respective state trajectories under controls u ? and U ? . Now we choose
 .U ? defined by




« yat yat as kEx t s xe q e e P a « , s s k u s y d ds, 4 .  .  .H  /0 ks0
m
tya t yat as kx t s xe q e e g u s y d ds. .  .H k /0 ks0
 .Similar to 4.8 , by applying Lemma 4.1 we obtain
«Ex t y x t F C « 4.16 .  .  .45
for some positive constant C . In view of the convexity and the local45
 .  .  w x.Lipschitz continuity of h ? and 4.1 , Jensen's inequality cf. 2, Chap. 4
yields
Eh x « t G h Ex« t .  . .  .
«s h x t q h Ex t y h x t .  .  . .  .  . .
p p« «G h x t y C 1 q Ex t q x t Ex t y x t .  .  .  .  . .  .
pG h x t y C 1 q 2 C C « . 4.17 .  .  . .  .42 45
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In the same way, using Lemma 4.1 we can establish
m
« «Ec u t s P a « , t s k E c u t ¬ a « , t s k 4 .  .  .  . .  . .
ks0
m
kG P a « , t s k c u t 4 .  . .
ks0
m
k yk tr«0G g c u t y C « q e 4.18 .  .  . . k 46
ks0
 .  .for some positive constant C . By combining 4.17 and 4.18 , we obtain46
1 T
« «E h x t q c u t dt .  . .  . .HT 0
m1 T kG h x t q g c u t dt y C « .  . .  .H k 47 /T 0 ks0
«  .for some positive constant C . The arbitrariness of u t implies47
l« y l G yC « ,47
which completes the proof.
5. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMAL CONTROLS
In this section we obtain controls for P « that are asymptotically
optimal. Both open-loop and feedback controls are studied. We first
consider open-loop controls.
0 1 m .  .   .  .  ..THEOREM 5.1 Open-Loop Control . Let U ? s u ? , u ? , . . . , u ?
g A 0 be an optimal control for P 0, and let
m
« iu t s I u t . .  . a « , t .s i4
is0
«  . «  . «  . «Then u ? g A k , and u ? is asymptotically optimal for P , i.e.,
« « 1r2l y J u ? F M « . . 3
for some positi¨ e constant M .3
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Proof. Observe that
0 F J u« ? y l« F J u« ? y l q l y l« . .  .  . .  . .
In view of Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show that
« 1r2J u ? y J U ? F C « 5.1 .  .  . .  . 51
 .  .for some positive constant C . Using 4.14 ] 4.15 in the proof of Theo-51
 .rem 4.1, we know that 5.1 holds, and the proof is completed.
We next consider feedback controls. We begin with an optimal feedback
control for P 0, which with a slight abuse of notation is denoted as
0 1 m .   .  .  ..U x s u x , u x , . . . , u x . This is obtained by minimizing the
 .right-hand side of 3.6 , i.e.,
m m
i kg u x y d w x q g c u x q h x .  .  .  . . i x i /
is0 is0
m m
i is inf g u y d w x q g c u q h x . .  .  . i x i 5 /i0Fu Fi , igM is0 is0
We then construct the control
m
« if x , a « , t s I u x , 5.2 .  .  . .  a « , t .s i4
is0
 . «which is clearly feasible satisfies the control constraints for P . Further-
i .more, if each u x is locally Lipschitz in x, then the system
x « t s yax« t q f « x « t , a « , t y d , x 0 s x , 5.3 .  .  .  .  .  . .Ç
«   .  ..has a unique solution, and therefore f x t , a « , t , t G 0, is also an
admissible feedback control for P «. According to Lemma J.10 of Sethi and
w x 1. y1 2.Zhang 13 , there exists an « such that Q q « Q is weakly irre-0
«  « « « .ducible for 0 - « F « . Let g s g , g , . . . , g denote the equilibrium0 0 1 m
distribution of Q1. q «y1 Q2., i.e.,
m
« 1. y1 2. «g Q q « Q s 0 and g s 1. 5.4 . .  i
is0
We can now prove the following result, but only in the single product case
 .see Remark 5.2 below .
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 .  .  .THEOREM 5.2 Feedback Control . Let n s 1. Assume A.1 ] A.3 and
 .that the feedback control of the limiting problem U x is locally Lipschitz in x.
w xFurthermore, suppose that for each « g 0, « , the equation0
m
« iyax q g u x y d s 0 5.5 .  . i
is0
has a unique solution u «, called the threshold. Moreo¨er, suppose that for
 « .x g u , ` ,
m
« iyax q g u x y d - 0, 5.6 .  . i
is0
 « .and for x g y`, u ,
m
« iyax q g u x y d ) 0, 5.7 .  . i
is0
0  .where g s g . Then the feedback control gi¨ en in 5.2 is asymptotically
optimal, i.e.,
« «lim J u ? y l s 0, . .
«ª0
«  . «   .  ..where u t s f x t , a « , t .
Remark 5.1. Under the conditions given in Theorem 5.2, we know that
the equation
m
iÇx t s yax t q g u x t y d , x 0 s x .  .  .  . . i
is0
 .has a unique solution x ? .
 .  .  .Remark 5.2. The uniqueness of the solution of 5.5 satisfying 5.6 ] 5.7
guarantees that the differential equation
m
« « « i «z t s yaz t q g u z t y d .  .  . .Ç  i
is0
«  . «  . «has a solution z ? with z t having a finite limit x as t goes to infinity.
This fact, which holds only in the single product case, will be used in the
proof of Theorem 5.2.
 .  .Since there are several hypotheses, namely 5.5 ] 5.7 , in Theorem 5.2, it
is important to provide at least an example for which these hypotheses
hold. Below we provide such an example. After that we prove the theorem.
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EXAMPLE 5.1. We consider the problem
1¡ T 2«min J u ? s lim sup E x t dt , .  . .  .HT 0Tª`
« x t 1 .~P : «s.t. x t s y q u t y , x 0 s x , u ? g A k , .  .  .  .  .Ç
10 4
« «minimum average cost l s inf J u ? , . .¢ « .  .u ? gA k
 4  .with M s 0, 1 and the generator for a « , t is
1 1 y1 11. 2.Q q Q s . /1 y1« «
This is clearly a special case of the problem formulated in Section 2.
 .  . «  .In particular, Assumptions A.1 ] A.3 hold and g s g s g , g s0 1
 .1r2, 1r2 . The limiting problem is
1¡ T 2J U ? s lim sup x t dt , .  . .  .HT 0Tª`
1- x t u t 1 .  .~P : 1s.t. x t s y q y , x 0 s x , 0 F u t F 1, .  .  .Ç
10 2 4
minimum average cost l s inf J U ? , . .¢ 0 .U ? gA
0 .where we use u t ' 0. Let us set the function
0 1U x s u x , u x ' 0, 1r2 5.8 .  .  .  .  . .
0  .to be a feedback control for P . Clearly, the cost associated with 5.8 is
zero. Since zero is the lowest possible cost, our solution is optimal and
 .l s 0. Furthermore, since U x is locally Lipschitz in x and satisfies
 .  .hypotheses 5.5 ] 5.7 , Theorem 5.2 implies that
« 1f x , a « , t s I u x .  . . a « , t .s14
is an asymptotically optimal feedback control for P «.
Remark 5.3. It is possible to obtain other optimal feedback controls for
Example 5.1. It is also possible to provide examples with nonzero produc-
 .  .tion cost, for which Lipschitz feedback controls satisfying 5.5 ] 5.7 can be
obtained, and their optimality asserted by a verification theorem similar to
w xTheorem 4.3 in Sethi et al. 8 .
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Proof of Theorem 5.2. In proving the theorem, we use the ideas
w xdeveloped in the proof of Theorem 6.2 in Sethi and Zhang 12 . The proof
is divided into two steps.
Step 1. In this step we show that
m
« « « « i «J u ? s h x q c g u x . 5.9 .  .  .  . .  i /
is0
 . «  .In view of 2.4 , we know that for each v g V, the solution x v, ?
 . < «  . < < <  .corresponding to 5.3 satisfies x v, ? F x q m q d ra. For each
w < <  . < <  . xx g y x y m q d ra, x q m q d ra , let0
m
t
« yat yat as « i «z x , t s x e q e e g u z x , s y d ds. 5.10 .  .  . .H0 0 i 0 /0 is0
Then
lim z « x , t s x « . .0
tª`
0 m .   .  ..Since the optimal feedback control U x s u x , . . . , u x for the
limiting problem P 0 is assume locally Lipschitz, there exists for any d ) 0
 . w < <  . < <  . xan N « , d such that for all x g y x y m q d ra, x q m q d ra0
 .and t G N « , d ,
« «z x , t y x - d . 5.11 .  .0
 .  .  .  .By Assumption A.1 and 5.11 , there is a T « ) N « , d such that for all
w < <  . < <  . xx g y x y m q d ra, x q m q d ra ,0
1  .  .T « T «« «h z x , t dt y h x dt .  . .H H0T « . 0 0
1  .N « , d « «F h z x , t dt y N « , d h x .  .  . .H 0T « . 0
1  .  .T « T «« «q h z x , t dt y h x dt .  . .H H0T « .  .  .N « , d N « , d
1  .N « , d « «F h z x , t dt y N « , d h x .  .  . .H 0T « . 0
1  . pT « p« «< <q d 1 q z x , t q x dt . .H 0T « .  .N « , d
pm q d
< <F 2 1 q x q d . 5.12 . /a
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 .Now define T « , j s 1, 2, . . . , recursively byj
T « s 0, T « s T « q T « , j s 1, 2, . . . .  .  .  .0 j jy1
x « , j t s I , I , . . . , I , .  .a « , T « .q t .s04 a « , T « .q t .s14 a « , T « .q tsm4jy 1 jy1 jy1
j s 1, 2, . . . , t g 0, T « . .
 .Note that the process a « , t is ergodic. Thus we can select V ; V such0
 .that P V s 1, and for each v g V ,0 0
« , k « 2x v , t ª g in L 0, T « . 5.13 .  .  .
Furthermore, let
« , k «x t s x T « q t , t g 0, T « , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  . .ky1
«  .  .where x ? is defined in 5.3 . This implies that
 .T «ky1« , k yaT « . yaT « . as « « yatky 1 ky1x t s xe q e e u x x y d ds e .  . . .H /0
tya t as « « , kq e e u x s y d ds. 5.14 .  . . .H
0
 . w  .xUsing 5.14 we can see that for any t , t g 0, T « with t F t , we have1 2 1 2
« , k « , kx t y x t .  .2 1
m q d
ya t yat1 2 < <F e y e x q .  /a
=
m
t2ya t as i « , k2e e I u x s y d ds . .H a « , s.s i4 /t1 is0
m
t1ya t yat as i « , k1 2q e y e e I u x s y d ds .  . .H a « , s.s i4 /0 is0
< <F C T t y t , 5.15 .  .2 1
 .for some positive constant C T independent of « . By the Arzela]Ascoli
 .  .theorem and 5.13 , there exists a K « such that for each v g V and0
 .  . w  . < <each k G K « , we can obtain an x v, « , k g yx y m q d ra, x q0
 . xm q d ra such that
« , k «sup x v , t y z x v , « , k , t F d , 5.16 .  .  . .0
 .0FtFT «
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«   . .  .  .where z x v, « , k , ? and d are given in 5.10 and 5.11 , respectively.0
 .  .  .Similar to 5.12 , it follows from 5.16 that for k G K « ,
1  .  .T « T «« , k «E h x v , t dt y h x x v , « , k , t dt .  . . .  .H H 0T « . 0 0
p
2 m q d .
< <F 2 1 q x q d . 5.17 . /a
 .  .Combining 5.12 and 5.17 yields
1  .  .T « T «« , k «E h x t dt y h x dt .  . .H HT « . 0 0
p
2 m q d .
< <F 4 1 q x q d 5.18 . /a
 .   .for k G K « . On the other hand, for any large L with L s K « q
Ã Ã Ã ..  .  .  .  .  .L « , L T « q T « , where K « is given in 5.16 , L « , L is a positive
Ã .   ..integer, and T « g 0, T « , we have
1 1L  .  .K « T «« «h x t dt s h x t dt .  . .  .H HT T0 0
Ã .L « , L
 .T « « , K « .q iq h x t dt . . H
0is1
L
«q h x t dt . 5.19 .  . .H
Ã  .  ..  .K « qL « , L T «
«  .Using the boundedness of x ? we can claim
1  .  . LK « T « « «lim h x t dt q h x t dt s 0. .  . H H /T ÃTª`   .  ..  .0 K « qL « , L T «
5.20 .
 .  .The arbitrariness of d and 5.18 ] 5.20 imply
1 T
« «lim h x t dt s h x . 5.21 .  .  . .HTTª` 0
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Similarly we have
m1 T
« « i «lim c u t dt s c g u x . 5.22 .  .  . . H i /TTª` 0 is0
 .  .  .Finally, 5.21 ] 5.22 imply 5.9 .
Step 2. The purpose of this step is to establish
m
« « i «lim h x q c g u x s l. 5.23 .  .  . i / /«ª0 is0
 0.By the same method as that used in Step 1, we can show that l s h x q
m i 0 « « 0  ..c  g u x . It follows from lim g s g that lim x s x .is0 i « ª 0 « ª 0
 .Therefore we obtain 5.23 .
 .  .In view of 5.9 and 5.23 derived in Steps 1 and 2, respectively, and
Theorem 4.1, the proof is immediate.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have considered the problem of hierarchical produc-
tion control in a simple stochastic manufacturing system with the aver-
age-cost criterion. We have introduced an attrition term in the surplus
equation, which provides a stability condition usually required for long-run
average-cost problems. A study of the hierarchical production control for
w xsystems without the attrition term appears in Sethi et al. 11 .
Important open problems in connection with Theorem 5.2 are extension
of the results to the multiproduct case, establishing of the convergence
 .  .rate, and provision of conditions under which the hypotheses 5.5 ] 5.7
are satisfied.
We have considered only systems with single or parallel machines. It is
important to generalize our results to more general manufacturing systems
such as flowshops and jobshops, where the ever-present nonnegativity
condition associated with internal buffers complicates the analysis; see
w xSethi and Zhang 13 for an analysis of such systems with the discounted-
cost criterion.
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